Assuring the integrity of the food chain: Turning science into solutions

PARMA, ITALY 10-11 MAY 2017

Workshop: GOOD RISK MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS, TRUST IN
LABEL CLAIMS & BEST PRACTICES
INTRODUCTION
The workshop was organized in 2 phases.
In the first phase 6 speakers with different competences gave a short presentation:
Fabio Del Bravo (Ismea, Italy): “Economic role, trend and evolution of PDO/PGI
products in Italy and Europe”.
Rosa Vano (Castillo de Canena, Spain): “Importance of labelling, consumer sensitivity
and quality”.
Gerald A. Herrmann (Organic Services GmbH, Germany): “Italy’s Organic Grain
Sector comes together and implements an Integrity Management System that
combats food fraud”.
Marco Nocetti (Consorzio Parmigiano Reggiano, Italy): “Analytical tools for protecting
the PDO cheese Parmigiano Reggiano”.
Massimo Sacco (Acetificio Ponti, Italy): “Tools for protecting the IGP Aceto Balsamico
di Modena”.
Francois Guyon (scl.finances.gouv.fr): “Control of wine authenticity: a Label Story!”
In the second phase an interactive exercise, called ‘World Café’, was organized and
moderated by Federica Camin and Simon Kelly.
The World Cafe is an easy-to-use method for creating constructive and collaborative
dialogues to ‘brainstorm’ ideas and harvest information from a group of individuals. It is
built on the assumption that “People already have within them the wisdom and creativity to
confront even the most difficult challenges; that the answers we need are available to us;
and that we are Wiser Together than we are alone”.
Three discussion tables were organized with following themes:
1. PDO foods;
2. PGI foods;
3. organic foods.
People were divided in 3 groups who visited each table for 20 minutes discussing each time
a different issue (economic importance, promotion, protection).
8 questions were posed on each of the groups:
Why it is important for a food to have a PDO/PGI/organic label?
Does the PDO/PGI/Organic label help to protect the product from fraud?
Does the PDO/PGI/organic label effect sales of food product?
Do consumer trust a product more if it has a PDO/PGI/organic label?
Is the PDO label better than PGI? Is one Organic certifier better than another?
What is the best way to promote the trust in PDO/PGI/organic label?

OUTCOMES of the WORLD CAFÉ EXERCISE
PDO table:
The PDO label helps to promote the sale of the product, as exemplified by the PDO hard
cheese Parmigiano Reggiano. Consumers trust logos and claims, even if they do not
necessarily know their entire meaning. Anyway, this denomination refers to region and
process, but not to quality. Thus consumers do not always identify PDO as a product with
higher quality.
For promoting food with denominations, education of the consumer is important and the
following items were considered the by the groups to be significant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

testing the higher quality is the best advertisement.
Simple advertising is not as important as knowing a product.
Consumers pay more for a PDO product, if they know it and if they understand
their higher value.
A label is an added value, doesn’t matter if it is PDO or PGI.
Also in this case, education is important to understand the difference.
Both PGI and DOP have a legislation, which is more flexible for PGI.
From a marketing point of view, PDO is clearer to the consumer than PGI.
PDO guarantee that ‘closing your eyes you go to the origin just tasting the
product’
Food industries need to sale dreams, emotion, story on the back.

PGI table:
This label can help to protect the product and maintain control of the production, in
defense of ‘local’. Moreover a higher quality and bigger value is expected.
As for PDO, to have an effect on the sales, producers should make a big effort to educate
consumers. Some consumers do not trust a PGI product more, because it is a matter of
origin and not of quality and sometimes this can be confused. Generally speaking moreeducated consumers prefer PDO to PGI.
In any event the denomination not always helps to protect the product from frauds.
The best way to promote trust in the label is communication and education which should
be the responsibility of official bodies.
Organic (BIO) table:
An organic label guarantees the production giving independent audit. It is seen as more
natural and better for health and with added value, which is important from the
economical point of view.
The organic label can help to promote sales because of credibility and sustainability, which
are linked to this mode of sustainable production. On the other hand it can be a barrier to
some sections of consumers because of price.
Consumers trust a product more if it has organic label, but there is still a need of
education.
The high price may guarantee to avoid frauds. The audit system behind which validates
the label, can help to protect the product from frauds. On the other hand it there needs to
be more control.
A mass balance survey (cost of production versus preference by consumers) should be
done.

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
PDO, PGI and organic labels are recognized by the consumers and therefore help in the
elevation, promotion and sale of the product. On the other hand the higher quality is not
always recognized. Education of consumers and testing of the product are therefore
necessary to promote their production. The system behind the labels helps to protect the
product from fraud, but a control system and surveillances needed to enforce that.

